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means to let us know that many people see the kingfisher
first as a blue streak. He might give this simply so, as a state-
ment. He might (artificially) give it as an exclamation—How
many first see him so! Or he might (very artificially) give it as a
question—How many do not first see him so?—a 'rhetorical
question' in which How many interrogative is understood to be
equivalent to Few positive. He has rejected the simple state-
ment; vaulting ambition has o'erleapt, and he has ended in a
confusion between the two artificial ways of saying the thing,
taking the words of the possible exclamation and the stop of
the possible question. In a, b, d, and implicitly in <?, we have
the converse arrangement, or derangement. But as a little
more clear thinking is required for them, we point out that the
origin of the confusion (though the careless printing of fifty
or a hundred years ago no doubt helped to establish it) lies in
the identity between the words used for questions and for
exclamations. It will be enough to suggest the process that
accounts for a\ the ambiguity is easily got rid of by inserting a
noun with what.
Question: What amount had I lost?
Exclamation: What an amount I had lost!
That is the first stage; the resemblance is ^ next increased by
inverting subject and verb in the exclamation, which is both
natural enough in that kind of sentence, and particularly easy
after In that interval. So we get
Question: In that interval, what (amount) had I lost?
Exclamation: In that interval, what (an amount) had I lost!
The words, when the bracketed part of each sentence is left
out, are now the same; but the question is of course incapable
of giving the required meaning. The writer, seeing this, but
deceived by the order of words into thinking the exclamation
a question, tries to mend it by inserting not] what . . . not, in
rhetorical questions, being equivalent to everything. At this
stage some writers stick, as Stevenson in /. Others try to
make a right out of two wrongs by restoring to the quondam

